Ebb and flow of Yin and Yang in Taichi diagram is the interpretation of birth, aging, sickness and death. This article paper clarifies what is the birth, aging, sickness, and death, from Taichi diagram, Yin and Yang theory. The whole process of birth, aging, sickness, and death is: Yin gradually enlarges flowing down continuously in lower part of human body, Yang gradually enlarges rising too hyperactively continuously in the upper part of human body. Until the final separation ,separating and severing between Yin and Yang. On the other hand, the number of Yin flowing down in the lower part of humam body is equal to the number of Yang rising too hyperactively in the upper part of human body. They are equivalently corresponding between them, interacting at the same time between them, reciprocally causing between them.
Perception:
Taichi diagram is used to explain the inherent law of everything in the vast universe. Simple and all-inclusive. The main purpose is to explain life. Explaining life mainly refers to the interpretation of the natural process of life: birth, aging, sickness, and death.
As long as there is birth for any life on the earth, then the birth, aging, sickness, and death is its inevitable destination. (Natural death) Taichi diagram is the explanation to the most fundamental question in life.
The layer 1 meaning of Taichi diagram :

Figure1
The layer 1 meaning of Taichi diagram 2.1 Yang always rises and Yin always drops (Yang fish always rises and Yin fish always drops), (Figure 1 ) it is determined by the Yin and Yang inherent attribute. [1] 2.2 Yang on the left rises and Yin on the right drops [2] .
2.3 Yang on the left, from one Yang, to two Yang, then to three Yang , taiYang, rising too hyperactively in the upper; Yin on the right, from one Yin, to two Yin ,then to three Yin , taiYin [ (Figure 1) Then if yang of the human body rises and Yin of human body drops by following their inherent attribute, it is the time of the peak of physiological function in human body, when the line passes by. after this line, it indicates that the loss starts, after this line, it indicates the road to the aging and sickness. after this line, it indicates the road to death. Corresponding to human growth and development in TCM theory, I think it is the time that Tiankui arrives [1] , when the balance line of Yin and Yang passes by. (Figure 3 ) 
The layer 2 meaning of Taichi diagram
The layer 3 meaning of Taichi diagram
